1985 corvette engine specs

The Corvette represented the second year of the fourth generation of Corvettes. In , a better fuel
injection system was introduced to the Corvette. The new cubic-inch engine had a new
designation called the L This new engine would reign for seven years as the base engine for
Corvette, undergoing minor renovations to tweak its horsepower. The Tuned Port Injection
improved fuel economy and performance of the small-block. In , the L98 5. The engine had a
bore and stroke of 4. The L98 was rated at horsepower at 4, rpm with foot-pounds of torque at 3,
rpm. The Tuned Port Injection system improved performance by 30 percent over previous
carburetor systems and showed a 20 percent improvement over the cross-fire injection system.
TPI worked by injecting fuel into each cylinder. In , the L98 on the Corvette received roller
hydraulic valve lifters, which boosted horsepower up to at 4, rpm. The torque changed to
foot-pounds at 3, rpm and the compression ratio rose to 9. The L98 for the Camaro was rated at
horsepower at 4, rpm with foot-pounds at 2, rpm. In , the L98 was tweaked for the last time on
the Corvette. Modified aluminum cylinder heads were inserted onto the engine, which allowed
the engine to breathe better, and the camshaft was revised. The modifications boosted
horsepower by 5. The revised L98 had an output rating of at 4, rpm and the torque remained the
same. Road and Track clocked the Corvette at 6. Vern Hee started writing professionally in He
works as a reporter for the "Pahrump Valley Times. The L98 In , the L98 was tweaked for the last
time on the Corvette. References Motor Era. After all, the U. This new oil surplus and
corresponding drop in fuel prices quickly brought potential consumers who were once more
looking for big, powerful, performance cars. Additionally, the electronics governing the lockup
torque converter clutch were also revised. With regard to the Z51 package, other suspension
changes were introduced as well. Further, the package included wider, 9. Also included were
Delco-Bilstein gas-pressurized shocks and a revised heavy duty cooling system. This change,
though nearly indistinguishable to the naked eye, reduced the drag coefficient to 0. Further,
when geared with the 3. Similarly, the braking system was bolstered to produce greater braking
power by the addition of a larger brake master cylinder and brake booster as well as different
brake pad linings. Though subtle, these changes further solidified the overall aesthetic quality
of the car. On one hand, they complimented its improved braking and road handling
characteristics. At the same time, they criticized the revised short rack steering. In fact,
automotive testers claimed that the steering was too quick for around-town use. Further, the
ride was still deemed as being overly harsh despite the refinements that had been made to the
suspension system. The results of this survey, combined with the return of the Corvette to
racing circuits in , were so unsettling to the Porsche engineers that they bought two Corvettes,
shipped them to Germany and took them apart in an attempt to determine what made them so
quick! After sampling two Corvettes, one with an automatic transmission and the base
suspension and one with the upgraded Z51 suspension and a manual transmission, they
recorded results that were considered more than respectable for their time. The automatic ran a
quarter mile time of just The manual version ran the quarter mile in just However, the cost of
these improvements caused a sizable increase in the sell price of the Corvette. After all, the
current L98 cubic inch small-block V8, with its cast iron block and its rocker operated valve gear
, was nearly thirty years old and, despite the refinements of the fuel injection system at the
beginning of the model year, was not the performance powerhouse that had become
synonymous with earlier generations of Corvette. Still, Federal edicts of the day made the idea
of reworking the generations old V8 into something more powerful an unlikely course of action.
It was decided that the revised engine would have to be capable of returning the same fuel
economy as the L98 engine but would have to achieve the performance levels of Ferrari, Aston
Martin and Porsche. The last six digits begin at and run thru , accounting for each of the 39,
Corvette Coupes built in The Check digit is used to calculate the characters in the serial number
and gives it a single digit code that can be used to verify the serial number is legitimate. For all
Corvettes, the Vehicle Identification Number was stamped on a plate on the inner vertical
surface of the left windshield pillar visible through the windshield. The following list of common
issues is intended for individual reference only, and may not reflect the specific issues of every
Corvette. While the intent of this page is to identify the common issues pertaining to the
Corvette, it is not an all-inclusive list and should be used for reference only. The engine may
shut off after it reaches normal operating temperature. There are several possible items that
could cause this. They include:. Improper voltage can adversely impact how these sensors
operate and may cause engine ignition failure. Cleaning and, if necessary, replacing the fuel
injectors may resolve this issue. Carbon build up in the throttle body can also cause the same
symptoms. Cleaning the throttle body in conjunction with the injectors will eliminate many
rough idle conditions. To compensate for this issue, the idle speed needs to be adjusted to a
minimum air rate of rpm. Erratic shifting is known to be an issue in the automatic transmission.
A properly operating transmission should shift smoothly no matter what load is put on it. The

manual transmission is known to exhibit synchronizer problems. The drive motors that rotate
the headlight assembly are known to fail. The headlight motor transmissions use nylon gears
which fail over time. The dashboard is known to short-circuit, resulting in intermittent operation
of the dashboard. The result is a flashing dashboard â€” or â€” a dimly lit or a completely
blacked out dashboard. The main reasons for this issue are: poor electrical grounds, corrosion
on the terminals, or burnt out lightbulbs. To resolve this issue, one of three possible solutions
exist. These are:. Because of the high side rails on the lower edge of the driver and passenger
doors, getting out of the Corvette can be difficult. As a result, the outside seat bolsters tend to
fatigue, causing a number of issues â€” leather deterioration, tearing, structural fatigue of the
bolster sub-assembly padding. Horn Operation â€” Blow the horn occasionally to make sure it
works. Check all button locations. Brake System Operation â€” Be alert to abnormal sounds,
increased brake pedal travel or repeated pulling to one side when braking. Also, if a brake
warning light comes on or flashes, or the anti-lock if equipped comes on or remains on,
something may be wrong with part of the braking system. Have it inspected and repaired at
once. Exhaust System Operation â€” Be alert to any changes in the sound of the system or any
smell of fumes. These are signs the system may be leaking or overheating. Tire and Wheel
Operation â€” Be alert to a vibration of the steering wheel or seat at normal highway speeds.
This may mean a wheel balance is needed. Also, a pull right or left on a straight, level road may
show the need for a tire pressure adjustment or wheel alignment. Steering System Operation
â€” Be alert to changes in steering action. An inspection is needed when the steering wheel is
harder to turn or has too much free play or if unusual sounds are noted when turning or
parking. Headlight Aim Operation â€” Take note of light pattern occasionally. Engine Oil Level
Check â€” Check engine oil level and add if necessary. Replace if dirty or rusty. NOTE: A large
loss in this system may indicate a problem. Light Operation Check â€” Check operation of
license plate light, side-marker lights, headlights including high beams, parking lights, taillights,
brake lights, turn signals, backup lights, instrument panel and interior lights and hazard
warning flashers. Fluid Leak Check â€” After the car has been parked for a while, inspect the
surface beneath the car for water, oil, fuel or other fluids. Water dripping from the air
conditioning system after use is normal. If you notice fuel leaks or fumes, the cause should be
found and corrected at once. NOTE: A low fluid level can indicate worn disc brake pads which
may need to be serviced. Clutch System Service â€” Manual Transmissions â€” For cars
equipped with hydraulic clutch systems, check the reservoir fluid level and add fluid as
required. All others, check clutch pedal free travel and adjust as necessary. If equipped with
manual transmission â€” check fluid in the overdrive unit and add as required. Tire and Wheel
Inspection and Rotation â€” Check tires for abnormal wear or damage. Also, check for damaged
wheels. To equalize tire wear and obtain maximum tire life, it is suggested that tires be rotated
at 7, miles 12, kilometers followed by 15, miles 25, kilometers thereafter. Brake Systems
Inspection â€” For convenience, the following should be done when wheels are removed for
rotation: Inspect lines and hoses for proper hookup, binding, leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. Inspect
disc brake pads for wear and rotors for surface condition. Also inspect drum brake linings for
wear and cracks if applicable. Inspect other brake parts, including drums, wheel cylinders,
parking brake, etc. Check parking brake adjustment. Steering, Suspension and Front Drive Axle
Boot and Seal Inspection â€” Inspect front and rear suspension and steering system for
damaged, loose or missing parts, signs of wear or lack of lubrication. Inspect power steering
lines and hoses for proper hookup, binding, leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. On cars equipped with
manual steering gear, check for seal leakage. Replace seals if necessary. Exhaust System
Inspection â€” Inspect complete system. Inspect boy near the exhaust system. Look for broken,
damaged, missing or out-of-position parts as well as open seams, holes, loose connections or
other conditions which could cause a heat build up in the floor pan or could let exhaust fumes
seep into the trunk or passenger compartment. Throttle Linkage Inspection â€” Inspect for
interference, binding , damaged or missing parts. Engine Drive Belts Inspection â€” Inspect all
belts for cracks, fraying and wear. Adjust or replace as needed. Rear Axle Service â€” Check
gear lubricant level and add if needed. Cars equipped with limited-slip differential should have
gear lubricant and any required additives drained and refilled at 7, miles 12, kilometers. Power
Antenna â€” Clean and then lubricate power antenna mast. The proper lubricant should be
used. Lap and Shoulder Belts Condition and Operation â€” Inspect belt system, including
webbing, buckles, latch plates, retractors, guide loops and anchors. Seatback Latch and
Recliner Operation â€” Be sure seatbacks latch using mechanical latches. Make sure the
recliner is holding by pushing and pulling on the top of the seatback while it is reclined. Spare
Tire and Jack Storage â€” Be alert to rattles in rear of car. Make sure the spare tire, all jacking
equipment, any tire inflator and any covers or doors are securely stowed at all times. Oil jack
ratchet or screw mechanism after each use. Key Lock Service â€” Lubricate key lock cylinder at

least annually. Body Lubrication Service â€” Lubricate all body door hinges including the
tailgate if equipped. Also lubricate the body hood, fuel door and rear compartment hinges and
latches including interior glove box and counsel doors, and any folding seat hardware. Do not
use the accelerator pedal. If the engine starts, be ready to turn off the ignition promptly. Take
these precautions because the car could possibly move without warning and possibly cause
personal injury or property damage. On automatic transmission cars, try to start the engine in
each gear. The starter should crank only when the clutch is fully depressed. To reduce the risk
of personal injury or property damage, be prepared to apply the regular brakes promptly if the
car begins to move. Underbody Flushing â€” At least every spring, flush from the underbody
with plain water any corrosive materials used for ice and snow removal and dust control. Take
care to thoroughly clean any areas where mud and other debris can collect. Sediment packed in
closed areas of the vehicle should be loosened before being flushed. Engine Cooling System
Service â€” Inspect coolant and freeze protection. If dirty or rusty, drain, flush and refill with
new coolant. This provides proper freeze protection, corrosion inhibitor level and engine
operating temperature. Inspect hoses and replace if cracked, swollen or deteriorated. Tighten
hose clamps. Clean outside of radiator and air conditioning condenser. Wash radiator filler can
and neck. To help ensure proper operation, a pressure test of both the cooling system and cap
is also recommended. Click here to learn more. Download Corvette Dealers Sales Brochure.
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experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn
More. Okay, thanks. Fiberglass body, unibody construction with partial, front frame including
both steel and stainless steel components. Single fiberglass composite mono-leaf transverse
spring with unequal-length aluminum control arms and stabilizer bar. Make of Car. Check Digit.
The C4 arrived at about the time the U. What had been an oil shortage was unexpectedly
replaced by an oil glut that caused gas prices to plunge, and buyers soon shopped for big and
powerful Detroit cars once again. The Reagan Administration had also been helping out,
convincing Japanese automakers to voluntarily limit their car exports to the U. In this new, more
hospitable climate, American performance was flourishing anew by mid-decade, and Chevy
wasted no time in turning up the Corvette's volume. Thus, the Corvette received a new "Tuned
Port Injection" system, which was basically the German Bosch fuel-injection system with a
revised intake manifold. Although the time-honored Corvette small-block still measured cubes,
the substitution of the new multi-port fuel-injection with tuned intake runners, along with a
half-point compression increase to 9. So extensive were the changes that Chevy was moved to
use a new engine designation: L Responding to all the complaints about the corvette's harsh
ride, Chevy softened up both spring and shock rates on both the standard and performance Z51
suspensions for ' The latter now came with larger-diameter fore and aft stabilizer bars to
maintain total roll stiffness with the softer calibrations, plus 9. Also included were Delco-Bilstein
gas-pressurized shocks -- available as a separate option with the base suspension -- and a
revised heavy-duty cooling system. Of course, engineers were still interested in handling. This
year's standard axle was an even taller 2. For better straight-line stability at top speeds, the
steering caster angle was increased one degree to four. For better stopping ability from high
speeds, the brake system was fortified with a larger master cylinder and booster, as well as
different pads imparting more braking power and improved feel. What's more, the unit's
computer was reprogrammed to make the overdrive function less intrusive. Toward the same
end, the electronics governing the lockup torque converter clutch in the automatic transmission
were also revised. Cosmetic and convenience improvements on the Corvette included revised
instrument graphics for improved legibility and newly optional leather upholstery for the
extra-cost Lear-Siegler seats. Finally, Chevy began eliminating the sources of the rattles and
squeaks that had so plagued the car in its first year via an extensive series of minor structural
changes. Car and Driver was among the media celebrating the new model's added refinement.
The magazine sampled two cars -- an automatic with the base suspension and a Z51 manual -and found both to be "tight and solid. The manual version raced to 60 mph in six seconds flat
and hit the quarter-mile in Roadholding and braking characteristics for the Corvette were also
praised in the media, though testers still groused about an unnecessarily harsh ride with
steering that was judged as being too quick for around-town use. The digital dashboard
continued to be dismissed as being excessively gimmicky. Sales for the C4's sophomore year
took a steep plunge, dropping to 39,, the lowest ann
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ual total since Quality continued taking big strides for the Corvettes, which were produced in
the recently opened Corvette-only plant in Bowling Green, Kentucky. Extensive automation
allowed workers to lavish more time and care on each car. Here are the specifications for the
Corvette:. Suspension front: Independent; unequal length upper and lower A-arms, transverse
fiberglass leaf spring, tubular hydraulic shock absorbers, antiroll bar rear: Independent, upper
and lower trailing arms, lateral arms, tie rods, halfshafts, transverse fiberglass leaf springs,
tubular hydraulic shock absorbers, antiroll bar. See more classic car pictures. The Corvette
arrived with this dazzling array of digital and graphic instruments. Some critics thought the
ensemble rather too busy, though. Here are the specifications for the Corvette: Chevy still
documented Corvette "body drops" in , but a C4 "chassis" was welded to the "birdcage" body
structure at this point on the assembly line. Related Content " ".

